
SOLAR GIFT LIGHT JAR
Operating Instruction

HOW THE SOI,AR POWNNND LIGHT WORKS
During the day, the solar paner of, the top converts sunlight into electricity
and recharges the battery.
on the solar panel there is a photosensitive control switch, at night the light
can automatically turn on using the electricity stored (you also can cover
the solar panel with your hand to enter night mode).
After daybreak the light will automatically turn off the lights and enter
charging mode, it can work 8-12 hours every day after fully charging.

WHERE TO PUT
No wiring or any installation is necqsary for the product, just put it where
there is sunlight, such as lawn, balcbny, poor side, garden and so on.
It v',ill be full of elegant environmAnt for ;uour mood, make your guests feel
waffn and comfortable.
At night, you can also put it in your office desk, your room, your cafe, your
bar, your tea, make your life full in romance.

HOW TO USE

Please push the buttonthft or right, not to press down.
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The switch has 3 positions:

COLOR for gradual color-changing in RGB.
SINGLE for monochrome mode and the default for white. we can change
the color of light according to your requirements such as red, green, blue,
orange, purple.

OFF means light turning-off.

ACCESSORIES
2Y/l20mA solar panel and 1PCS l,.Zyl1}lmA NI-MH battery

NOTICES
L. For making the solar panel work under high efficiency, please put it
under the direct sunlight as long as possible.
2. You'd better put it under the direct sunlight because the outdoor sunlight
has more energy than the indoor light.
3. It still can work in rainy days, but please keep it away from submerging.
when sunlight is not enough. It will work a little shorter than normal
situation.

4. The light will automatically work at night because of the photosensitive
effect of photosensitive switch on the solar panel, but it will be affected if
there is strong light around it, so you should keep it away against strong
light.
5. Please tear off the protection film of solar panel for better sunlight
absorption before your first use.

6. Please turn on the lamp head in a clockwise direction when opening the
lamp holder and prevent your hard tweak to result in breaking the wire.
7. when the light stops working suddenly, prease check if the battery is in
good contact based on correct polarity direction. If yes, you will have to
put it under the sunlight again for recharging.
8. since the peculiarity discharging of the battery self, if the battery hasnt
electrity because of no charging in a long time, please put it under the
sunlight with a enough time so that the battery can be activated.
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